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A THEOREM ON LENGTHS OF PROOF OF

PRESBURGER FORMULAS

By

Tsuyoshi Yukami*

Introduction.

In this paper we consider two subsystems 310and 3li of Peano arithmetic 911

and compare lengths of proofs of 910 with lengths of proofs of 91+.

The language S: of the system 91xis a firstorder language which consists

of three function symbols: a constant symbol 0 (zero), a unary function symbol

' (successor) and a binary function symbol + (addision); and two predicate

symbols: the equality symbol = and a ternary predicate symbol P. The formula

P(a, b, c) represents the statement that axb is equal to c. The axioms of 911

are the following axioms and allinstances of the following schemata:

(A-l) Vx(x = x), (A-2) Vx-i(x'=0), (A-3) VxVy{x'=yfZ)x = y)r

(A-4) Vx(x+0=x), (A-5) VxVy(x+y'=(x+yy),

(A-6) 2l(0)AV;t(2l(x):D$(x'))3Vx2t(x),

(A-7) VxVy(x = yZ)($l(x)Z)W(y))), (A-8) VxP(x, 0, 0),

(A-9) VxVj/V,?CP(x, y, z)ZDP(x, y', z+x)),

(A-10) VxVyVzVw{P{x, 3;,z)AP(x, y, w)^z=w),

where 9l(x)in (A-6) or (A-7) is any formula of S^.

The language So of the system 310 is the language obtained from Si by

deleting the predicate symbol P. The axioms of 910 are the axioms (A-l)-(A-5)

and allinstances of the schemata (A-6), (A-7), where %{x) in (A-6) or (A-7) is

any formula of 910.

Presburger proved in [P] that 910is complete. S0-formulas are called Pres-

burger formulas.

An Srformula % is P-eliminable if, for each part of the form P(r, s, t)in

31, s does not contain bound variables. 91f is the formal system obtained from

911 by restrictinginduction axioms (A-6) to P-eliminable formulas.

We define the length of broof 33.denoted bv lh(SB), as the maximal length
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of threads of $. (For the term 'thread', see [T, p. 14].)

The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem. There is a function f: a)-*o)such that,for each natural number

n and each 20-formula 51, if % is provable in %lt with length ^n, then 91 is

provable in 9ft0with length ^/(n).

Let Sa and 52 be systems. Let F be a set of formulas which are provable

in both Si and S2. We say that a function /: to―>o>is an upper bound for

speed-up by S2 over Sx with respect to F if the following condition is satisfied.

(Condition) For each natural number n and each formula % in F, if % is provable

in S2 with length ^n then 5t is provable in St with length ^f(n). This defini-

tion is due to [S]. Using this notion, we can paraphrase the above theorem in

the following form.

Theorem. There is an upper bound for speed-up by dlf over 9t0 with respect

to the set of 20-formulas which are provable in 5R0-

We make the following two remarks on Theorem.

1. We do not know whether or not we can replace SSlf by 9^.

2. Let $ be a proof of Sftjof an S0-formula % with length in. Assume that

every axiom in 5J3is not VxVyVzVw{P(x, y, z)AP(x, y, w)Z)z=w} (respectively,

MxP{x, 0, 0)). Replace every part in SJ5of the form P(r, s, t) by Vx(x = x) (re-

spectively, ―iVx(x = x)). Then axioms VxF(x, 0, 0) and VxVy＼/z{P(x, y, z)

ZDP(x, y', z+x)} (respectively, VxVyVz{P(x, y, z)Z)P(x, y', z-＼-x)}and VxV^V^Vu;

{P{x, y, z)/＼P{x, y, w)ZJz~w}) in $ become formulas which are provable in SR0

with length at most 5 (respectively, 9). Hence we can get a proof of !Ro of 51

with length ^m+4 (respectively, m+8).

The reader can find in [Y~] some other results on speed-up for subsystems

of Peano arithmetic.

We prove in §1 two lemmas which are used in the proof of Theorem. We

give in §2 the proof of Theorem.

The author wishes to thank the referee, who pointed out loose arguments in

the manuscript and gave the author suggestions to make them exact. The author

wishes to thank also Dr. N. Motohashi, who pointed out clumsy expressions in

the manuscript and gave the author helpfull suggestions.
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§1. Preliminaries.

1. Wo is the formal system obtained from 5J?0by replacing all axioms by the

following rules of inference.

(1-1) d-2)

(1-3)

(1-5)

Vx(x=x),_r-^j

r^'J

VxMy(x + yf = {x-{-y)'), F->A

(1-6) (induction inference)

9l(0)AVi:(§I(x)Z)SI(x0)=)Vx§I(x)

d-4)

Vx~~i(x=0) r->j

yx(x+0=xx r->j

where the formula

3I(0)AVx(5I(x)Z)5l(x0)=)Vx?t(x) is called an induction axiom

(1-7) (equality inference)

r-^/i. s=t w＼ n->z
%(sjf r,'n~-*'^"i"

yi[is the formal system obtained from 31x by replacing all axioms by the

above rules of inference (I-l)-(I-7)and the following rules of inference.

(1-8)

-P_(r,_O, 0), r->J

d-9)

P(r, s, t)Z)P(r, s' t+r), T-^A
" r -=>/

(1-10)

:P(^_sL0AP(rLs,
u)jyt = u,J7->j[

It is easy to prove the following two facts.

(1) For each natural number m there exists a natural number n such that,

for each S0-formula % if % is provable in 3^ with length fSm then 51 is

provable in 5R0 with length fgn.

(2) Let 3iff be the formal system obtained from Wi by restricting induction

axioms to P-eliminable formulas. For each natural number m there exists a

natural number n such that, for each Si-formula 91,if 51 is provable in 3lt with

length t^m then SI is provable in Wlf' with length fSn.

Hence, to prove Theorem, it is sufficient to prove the following theorem.

Theorem'. There exists an upper bound for speed-up by Wit' over 9?o with
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respect to the set of 20-formidas which are provable in 910-

In the remainder of this paper we consider only 91o, 91( and 9?f
■

Hence

there is no confusion if we remove primes from notations 9U, 3ti and 91 f.

Lemma 1. There is a function k: (o―>o)such that, for each natural number

n and each proof $ of 9^, if $ is a proof of a sequent F-+A with length ^n

and every induction axiom of ty is P-eliminable, then there is a cut-free proof of

Sftiof F-^A with length ^k(n) whose induction axioms are P-eliminable.

Proof. For formulas 21,S3and an equation s= t,we write 91=}23 (mod. s= t)

if, for some formula (£(x),R(s) is 91 and (£(*)is 95. Further we write

2I=}33 (mod. s1=t1, ･■■,s^t/t)

if, for some sequence of formulas %, ･･･,W^-j, ?I=)Sli(mod. Si=^i)■■･and %ll-l

=^33 (mod. s^ = ^). When ju is 0, 31=^33(mod.) means that 91 is S3.

Mix is the following inference figure with the stipulationsbelow:

r^Jus^t.-r s≫=*≫ r->j n->2
(c)

ru -, r≫, r, n*->Alt -,a≫,a*,s

Stipulations: a) A* (respectively,77*) is a proper subsequence of A (respec-

tively,II). b) For each formula 31 in A (respectively,II),if 31 does not occur

in A* (respectively,II*) then 5D=}31 (mod. s1=t1>■■■,s^=^).

Let Wu ■■■,3IV be a bundle of a proof SJJ.(For the term "bundle", see [T,

p. 72].) We define the degree of the bundle as the number of such 3Ij'sthat

%i is the chief formula of a logical inference in $. Let W be a formula in the

end-sequent of $p. The degree of 21 with respect to *$ is defined as the greatest

degree of bundles which end with 31. By d{%, ty) we denote the degree of 31

with respect to 5J3.

We can define by double recursion a function h : g/^-g) which satisfiesthe

following sublemma. We omit the definitionof h.

SUBLEMMA 1. Let

"~"n
■■■,

r^rrn*^ju 7-~a^a*7s K }

be a mix. Let $1, ■■･,5^, ty and D be cut-free proofs of 5Ri of ry-^Ax, s1=t1;

F^Ap, s^tf,; F-^-A and IJ―>I, respectively. Assume that p., lh(SJ3i),･･･,

lhC^), lh(5jS),lh(O)fgm and the rank of the mix is less than or equal to p.

Assume that every induction axiom of %u ■■･,SJS^, 5j5 and O is P-eliminable.

Further assume that, for each formula 51 in A {respectively, II), if 91 does not
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occur in A* {respectively,17*), then d{% ty)£d (respectively,d(9t,O)Sd). Then

there existsa cut-free proof %* of 3^ of Fu ■■■,FM, F, n*->J1} ･･･,A?, J*? I

such that lh($*)^/i(d, p, m), d{% $*)^<i(Sl, 5P) for each formula % in F, A*,

d^8, 5p*)^rf(S3,O) for each formula 23 in II*, 2 and all induction axioms of $*

nra P-o.liminnhla

Proof of Sublemma 1. We get ty* by similar reductions to those in [G].

Note that d(% S)3)^lh(SP). Hence we can derive Lemma 1 from Sublemma

1.1 as we can derive Hauptsatz from Hilfssatz in [G].

3. We define an equivalence relation ~ between proofs inductively as fol-

lows: 1. 2l->2l~≫->33. 2. If $ is
^0

r-≫j'
Q is -jj―y, 5Po~00 and the last

11 ^2j

inference rules of 93 and Q are the same type, then 33~O. 3. If $ is -*^j-, Q

is -J^-^y, $po~Qo, ^j^Dj and the lastinference rules of $ and Q are the same

type, then $~D.

Lemma 2. For each natural number m thereis a natural number n such that,

for each proof 5)3of 5Kiand each 20-formula % if 5)3is a proof of 91 with length

^m and every induction axiom of 5$ is P-eliminable, then we can find a proof Q

of 21 with the properties that 5)3~Q,the number of occurrences of P in Q is less

than or equal to n and every inductihn axiom of Q is P-eliminable.

Proof. First we define inductively $(21, S3) in the following manner:

1.1. If SI is s=t and 35 is an £0-formula, then %(% S3) is SI. 1.2. If SI is s=t

and S3 is not 80-formulas, then g(SI, S3) is 0=0. 2.1. If 91 is P(r, s, t) and 93 is

P(u, v, w), then S(2T, S3) is St. 2.2. If SI is P{r, s, t) and S3 is not of the form

P(u, v, w), then §(SI, 23) is 0=0. 3.1. If SI is SPASI2 and S3 is S31A S32, then

S(SI, S3) is §(ST, 931)AW(SI2, S32). 3.2. If SI is S^ASI2, S3 is not of the form WAW

and SI and SB are 20-formulas, then §(SI, S3) is SI. 3.3. If SI is SPASI2, S3 is not

of the form S31A S32 and SI or 93 is not iVformula, then fKSI, S3) is 0=0. 4.

Similar to 3 for the case where the outermost logical symbol is ―i,V or Z). 5.1.

If SI is VxSIo and 93 is Vj/930, then g(SI, 93) is VxS(SI0, ≫,). 5.2. If SI is VxSI0,

S3 is not of the form V.y93o and SI and 93 are £0-formulas, then g(SI, S3) is SI.

5.3. If SI is VxSIo, 93 is not of the form Vjy930 and SI or 33 is not S0-formula,

then S(SI, 93) is 0=0. 6. Similar to 5 for the case where the outermost logical

symbol is 3.

The following sublemma is easily proved by induction on m.

Sublemma 2.1. For each m, the number of equivalence classes by ~ which
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contain proofs with length Sjn is finite.

Sublemma 2.2. 1. W(?l(
x ),

S3) is (&(% S3))(
X ). 2. %(% S3)

≪ t?(?I, 93(
* ))･

3. // W and S3 are 20-formulas, then f?(W, S3) ≪s 9L 4. §(5I(0)A Vi(S(x)Dl(x'p

VxW(jc), SB(0)AV3;(S(3;)Z)S(3;/))3V3'≫(3;)) fs <S(0)AVx(c(x)Z>(S(jc'))3V;i:(£(x), ^/zer^

K(z) 2S §(?I(x),§3(3/)). 5. 77i<?number of occurrences of P in ?K9l, S3) ?'s/ess f/ian

or equal to min(nb n2), where nx and n2 are ^/ie numbers of occurrences of P in

% and S3, respectively. 6. // 91 zs P-eliminable then f?(W, S3) is P-eliminable.

Proof of Sublmma 2.2.

1, 2, 3, 5 and 6. Easily proved by induction corresponding to the inductive

definition of $.

4. By 1 and 2.

When $P~Q, f?(5|3,O) denotes the proof figure obtained from fy by replacing

each formula 31 in SJ3by $(9t, S3), where S3 is the formula in D corresponding

to W.

We can prove the following sublemma by induction on lh(SB).

SUBLEMMA 2.3.

and <Sa,･･■,Si-*R!,

proof of

Let $ and Q be proofs of sequents Stj, ･･■, 9I,;-^23],･･■, 93j

-,S)j respectively. Assume $~Q. T/ieji SK$, O) fs fl

m, <£,),- , %W<, 6i)-m≫i, c1), - , 8K≫* %)

and S(sp,Q)~g5.

Now, to prove Lemma 2, let m be given. By Sublemma 2.1 there is a natural

number v such that Qu ■･■,Qv are all the equivalence classes by <~which con-

tain proofs with length ^Lm. For each i (l^z'^y), let {^x}x^Ai be the set of

proofs which are elements of Qt and proofs of S0-formulas. Define: 1) ^^=the

number of occurrences of P in SJ3;. 2) n^= inf kx- 3) n = max(nj, ･･･,nj.

To verify that this n has the property in the lemma, let 5J3be a proof of an

So-formula 91 with length fSm. Further assume that every induction axiom of

SJJis P-eliminable. Then 5p is an element of Qt for some f (l^f^v). Take out

from {tyz}xeAi such a proof Q that the number of occurrences of P in D is just

Mi. By Sublemma 2.3 and 3.6 in Sublemma 2.2, %(% Q)~$, W3, O) is a proof

of 91 and every induction axiom of§(5p,O) is P-eliminable. Furthermore, by 5

in Sublemma 2.2, the number of occurrences of P in ?$f($P,Q) is n^n.
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§2. Proof of Theorem.

By Lemmas 1 and 2, to prove Theorem', it is sufficientto prove

175

Lemma 3. For each natural number m, there existsa natural number n such

that if $ is a cut-free proof of an 20-formula Wo of 9I]1"with length ^m and the

number of occurrences of P in §J5is at most m then Sl0is provable in 5R0 with

lensth <n.

Proof. In this proof we can assume, without loss of generality,that eigen-

variables of a proof ^ are distincteach other and also that the eigen-variable of

an inference in $ does not occur below the inference. Hence we consider only

proofs satisfying these conditions on eigen-variables.

In the remainder of this paper we consider only cut-free proofs of 9?f of

So-formulas. Hence every formula in a proof is F-eliminable.

Step. 1. In this step we define,for each sequent c in a proof SJ},a finite

sequence @($, c) of equations or negations of equations and a finitesequence

a($P,c) of eigen-variables of 5$. These definitionsare done by induction from

the end-sequent up to begining sequents.

To simplify notations, we say sometimes that 0 = 0O for <S (respectively,

a =a0 for c) if O(% c) = 6>0 (respectively, ≪(5B,c)=a0)

1.1. For the end-sequent:

Take 0=<> and a=<>.

1.2. For the case where the inference rule is

c = co and a=a0 for the lower sequent. Take 6~&0, ―^s―t
and a=a0 for the

left upper sequent, and take 0 = co, s=t and a=a0 for the right upper one.

1.3. For the case where the inference rule is T pj-
fb ― fb

JUCL L/ ― ＼Jn

and a=a0 for the lower sequent. Take c = 0O and a=a0, a for the upper one.

1.4. Similar to 1.3 for the case where the inference rule is 3-left.

1.5. For the case where the inference rule is J pf f) ― (S>

and a=a0 for the lower sequent. Take 6 = 0O and a=a0 also for upper sequents.

1.6. Similar to 1.5 for the remaining cases.

It is easv to see

SUBLEMMA 3.1. 1) // 0 = 0 0 for <B and ttis the number of equality inferences

below <B, then the length of 0O is tc. If a―a0 for c and 1 is the number of V-
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-right and 3-left inferences below >,then the length of a0 is X. 2) // 0 = 0O and

a~aQ for c, then eigen-variables occurring in 0O occur in a0. 3) // a=au ■■■,av

for some <3 and i is distinct from j, then a< is distinct from aj. 4) // a ―ax, ･･■,

av, a, a0 for some <s3i,a~ax, ･■･,av, b, ax for some c2 and a is distinct from b,

then every variable in a, a0 does not occur in b, ax.

Step 2. In this step we define, for each sequent 6 in a proof "$, a finite

sequence 0(5J3,<5) of 80-formulas by induction from begining sequents down to

the end-sequent.

To simplify notations, we say sometimes that @ = 0O for c if <Z>($J5,<S)=(^0.

2.0. For a begining sequent yt-*R : Let c = 0O for the sequent ?l->^. Take

0=/＼0 where A0O is the conjunction of all formulas in 0O.

2.1. For the case where the inference rule is

sequent take the same 0 as for the upper one.

% F-+A

r->d, -^ '
For the lower

2.2. Similar to 2.1 for the cases where the inference rules are ―i-left,Z)-

right, V-right, A-left, V-left, 3-right, structural rules and (I-l)-(I-6), (I-8)-(I-10).

2.3. For the case where the inference rule is ―j=,― -t―^―~―: Let w =

(Sj, ･･･, (££for the left upper sequent and 0―^u ･･･, c^ for the right upper one.

Take (P=R1Ac1, ･･･, (SiAD;, ■■･,̂A^, ･■･,(S.ASlj for the lower sequent.

2.4. Similar to 2.3 for the cases where the inference rules are V-left and

ID-left.

0

0

2.5.

= 0,

x? .u u .u ■* i ･
r~*A>s=t w> n-^z

T
,

For the case where the inference rule is sttt―"rr~rr"―/-^-- '■Let
3I(s),/, n->A, z

for the left upper sequent and 0―0z for the right upper one. Take

= @u #2 for the lower sequent.

2.6. For the case where the inference rule is-,-,―,<―b~~r^r : Let
0 =

I ―>Z1.V r.vU r.)

23a(a), ･･"≫23e(fl)UsSl) for the upper sequent. Fix an enumeration §1;･･･,§;

U=2e―1) without repetition of all non-empty subsets of {1, ･･･,≪}. For the

lower sequent take &=Qiu ･■■, Qii, where (£* is defined as follows: Let §*=

{ya,-,7V}£{l,-,≪}- Put ei-Vx{SJ-1(x)V-V%U)}Aax^1(x)A-A3%58i/x).

2.7. Similar to 2.6 for the case where the inference rule is 3-left.

SUBLEMMA 3.2. There is a function f: a)-≫a>wzYA ?/iefollowing property (A).

(A) For each proof $ of SRf and eac/i sequent <5 in $, f/ lh(≪P)^m, 0(≪P,c)=6>0

flncf^($, c) = S5i, ･･･, S3, ≪/ien 1) ≪^/(m), 2) @0^95iV---VSfi fs provable in 9R0

without induction with length 5S/(m), 3) /or eae/i / (1^/^k) and! eflc/7element ?I

<?/ 0O, 35i―>?Iis
provable in 910 without induction with length ^/(m), an<i 4) /or
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each pair i, j (l^i<j^tc), S3*, 23j-> is provable in 5K0 without induction with

length ^/(m).

Proof of Sublemma 3.2. By 1) and 2) of Sublemma 3.1.

In the remainder of this paper S$ ranges over cut-free proofs of %lt of 20-

formulas and 93O ranges over elements of @(ty, c0), where c0 is the end-sequent

of SB.

Step 3. In this step we define, for SJ5, 23O and a sequent c in ty, a set

R($, 83O, c) and a function 5t(5)5,230, c) satisfying the following conditions.

(Condition 1) 1) ^(^3, 3S0, c) is a set of sequences of variables with the

same length as that of aC$, c). 2) %(*$, S30, c) is a function whose domain is

$?($, So? c). 3) For each element /3of $($, S90, c), %(%>, S30, c)(/3) is an element

of $($, c).

These definitions are done by induction from the end-sequent up to begining

sequents.

To simplify notations, we say sometimes that $=$<> for c (respectively, %=%0

for c) if !?($, ≫o, c)=^0 (respectively, S(≪p, S30, c)=S0).

Let B be a countable set of new free variables. Variables in B are called

to be B-variables. Let F be a function such that i) the domain of F is the set

of eigen-variables of $|S,ii) for each eigen-variable a of $ F(a) is a countable

subset of 5 and iii)if a and b are distinct then F(a)r＼F(b) ―0.

3.0. For the end-sequent -+W0: Define #={<>} and %≪≫ = 35O.

3.1. For the case where the inference rule is
%, r-+A

r->4 -.≪ ■
Let *?=£, and

3=20 for the lower sequent. Take $―R0 and %―%0 also for the upper one.

3.2. Similar to 3.1 for the cases where the inference rules are ―i-left,ID-

right, V-right, A-left, V-left, 3-right, structural rules and (I-l)-(I-6), (I-8)-(I-10).

F-+A % F-+A 23
3.3. For the case where the inference rule is W―/T^,―cS―: Let $=Ro

i ―≫J,VIA<j

and %--= %0 for the lower sequent. Assume that @=&lt ■■■,@s for the left upper

sequent and <D~%U ■･･,SD/i for the right upper one. Hence ^=SiARi, ･■･,

^i/＼%x, ■･■,SKAS)1? ･･･, (SkAS),! for the lower one. For the left upper sequent

take $=$o and %=%1} where %x is the function with domain $0 defined by; if

jSeS'o and %0{fi)=^&i/＼<ldjdefine %1(^)=^i. For the right upper sequent take

^―^o and ^=^2, where %2 is the function with domain l?0 defined by; if /3el?o

and %0(^)=^iA%j define S2(/3)=%,

3.4. Similar to 3.3 for the cases where the inference rules are V-left and

ID-left.
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3.5. For the case where the inference rule is
r->j, s=t %(t),u-^s

≪(s),r, n-+A, e
Let

S?=l?o and %―%0 for the lower sequent. Assume that 0=(f>i for the left upper

sequent and 0 = 02 for the right upper one. Hence 0 ―0u 0Z for the lower one.

For the left upper sequent take S?={/3//5e$0 and %0(ft)is an element of 0J

and 3:=3T0r^- For the right upper one take f?= {/3/^eJ^, and S:0(jS)is an element

of 0o＼ and S=£of$-

3.6. For the case where the inference

{/Si,･･･, /U and £=^0 for the lower sequent.

rule is
r->i, %{a)

r->4 vxW(x)
Let £=

Assume that 0=%1(a), ■･■,S3c(a)

for the upper one. Fix v subsets Cu ･･･, Cv of F(a) such that 1) ir(a) = C1W---WClJ,

2) if i is distinct from j then CiC＼Cj=0 and 3) each Ct is countable. For each

i (l^i^v) we define $tt and ^ as follows: Let 3:0(/5i)= Vx[S3il(x)V---VS^(x)]

A3xS5j1(x)A--- A3xS3v (x). Define $*= {/3i,6X; ･･･; /3j,6^}, where 6^ ■･･,6^ are

the first

£z(/3,bk)=

ements of C*. %i is the function with domain ^ defined by;

a) (k = l> ■･･,a). Now take ff=Sf1U-U^ and ^^W-.-US, for

the upper sequent.

3.7. Similar to 3.6 for the case where the inference rule is 3-left.

It is easy to see

Sublemma 3.3. 1) Let S?=S?0 and 8=^ for some sequents ci and <B2,respec-

tively. Assume that (3,b, /3ie$0, /3,c, /32e$x and b is distinctfrom c. Then every

variable in b, /3idoes not occur in c, /32. 2) Let ^=$0 and $=$i for some sequents

ci and <B2,respectively. Assume that >2 stands above cx in *$. Then, for any

T'G^x, there is an element ft of ^n such that y is an extension of /3.

Sublema 3.4. There is a function f: oj-^-cdwith the following property (B).

(B) If lh(SJ3)^m then, for each sequent c in ty, the number of elements of

$C$, So, c) is less than or equal to f(m).

Proof of Sublemma 3.4. By 1) of Sublemma 3.2.

Step 4. In this step we define, for $, 33O and a sequent c in SJ5, functions

0(S]&,33O, c), ^($, S5o, c) and @(?P, 95O, >) by induction from begining sequents

down to the end-sequent. These functions satisfy the following conditions.

(Condition 2) 1) 0(Sj3,S30, c), ^($, S30, c) and R(Sp, S30, c) are functions

whose domains are #($, So, c). 2) For each element 0 of $($, 95O, c),

^($, S30, c)(/3) is a set of equations, </>(5J3,23O, c)(/5) is a set whose elements are

one of the forms r~s and r≪s01 (r and s are terms) and c(5)3, 33O, c)(/?) is a

subset of 5.

As usual we say sometimes that 0=0O for <5 (respectively, (p=(p0 for <2>,
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c=co for R) if ^(g$? S30, c) = 0O (respectively, <j)(% S30, c)=0O, <OT, SS0, c) = c,).

4.0. For a begining sequent 51―>2I: Let 6 ―60 and a=ar0 for 9l->2t. Define

$(P)={s(p)=t(P)/s(.ao)=t(ao) is an element of 0O}, <p(fi)= 0 and RQ9)=0.

4.1. For the case where the inference rule is -yr1-^ '■Let $?―^0 for

the lower sequent. Hence $―$0 also for the upper one. Let (j>=<j>i,<fi=(pi and

R=ci for the upper one. Take <f>=<f>u(p=(j)i and c=c! also for the lower one.

4.2. Similar to 4.1 for the cases where the inference rules are ―i-left, ZD~

right, V-right, A-left, 3-right, V-Ieft, structural rules and (I-l)-(I-6),(I-8)-(I-10).

4.3. For the case where the inference rule is Let ■$=#,

for the lower sequent. Hence $=$0 also for the upper ones. Let (p―(pu <p=(pi

and c = c! for the left upper one, and let <p=<fi2,<p=<p2 and (S=(§2 for the right

upper one. For the lower one take <p―<p0><p―<j>Qand (S=c0, where 0O, <po and

co are defined by: 1) <ft0,<p0 and (§0 are functions with domain $,･ 2) If /3e$0,

define $<>($)=Wfr^MP), W^WWHP) and Ro(i8)= c1(i8)UR2(iS).

4.4. Similar to 4.3 for the cases where the inference rules are V-left and

ID-left.

4.5. For the case where the inference rule is -^-,-,―-―^--, ---.- ^ ,
3t(s(a0)),/, U-+A, 1

where a―a0 for the upper and lower sequents: Let ^=^ and $=$2 for the

left upper sequent and the right upper one, respectively. Hence $=$<> for the

lower one, where l^o^S^WS^. Let <j>=<pi,<f>=(pi and @=Ri for the left upper

sequent. Let <j>-=<fi2,(p=(p2 and (S=c2 for the right upper one. For the lower

one take 0=0O and (§=(S0, where <p0 and @0 are defined by: 1) 0O and @0 are

functions with domain S?o, 2) if jSg^, define (pa{fi)-=<px{f5);if /3el?2, define

^0(i3)= ^2(ia)jand 3) if jSe^, define c0(i3)=^1(i8); if fi^R2, define @0(J8)=@2(^).

For the lower sequent, take (p―(po, where </>0is defined as follows: 1) <p0 is a

function with domain £?0,and 2) if /3e$i, define <po(p)=<pi(fi); if i3el?2, define

^o(/3)=^2(/3)W{w(s(^), p)ttu(t(p), p)/P(r, u(s(a0), a0), v)is a subformula of 9t(s(a0))

for some r and y}.

4.6. For the case where the inference rule is -^―T' m, . : In this case
i―>A Vxsil(x)

Vx?I(x) is P-eliminable and hence, for any subformula P(r, s, t) of SI(a), s does

not contain a. Let $=$0 and R=Rx for the upper sequent and the lower one,

respectively. Let a=a0 for the lower one and so a=a0, a for the upper one.

Now assume that 0=0i, (p=(pi and c=(§! have been defined for the upper

sequent. For the lower one take <p=0o, (p=<po and c=cOj where <p0!<po and
c0

are defined in the following manner: 1) <fi0,<poand ($0 are functions with domain

$i. 2) Assume fie^. Let B, cx; ■■■;B, cK be all elements of $0 which are
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extensions of /3. Define 0o(j8)= 0i(ft c^yJ ― Vfaip, cK), <po(P)=<f>i(P, cx)U--U

^(/3, cK) and Go(i8)= G1(^ ^U-UG^p, cK)U{Cl, ■■■,cK}.

4.7. Similar to 4.6 for the case where the inference rule is 3-left.

4.8. For the case where the inference is

PiriaX s(a0), t(ao))Z3P(r(ao), s(a0)' t(a≫)+r(a0)), T-*J

r->j'
where a=a0 for the

upper sequent: Let ^=$0 for the upper sequent. Then $=^0 also for the

lower one. Let <p=<fi1} <p―(J}i and ($=Ri for the upper one. For the lower

sequent take <j>=<pi,(p-=<pQ and (&=(&u where <pQ is defined by; 1) (p0 is a function

whose domain is $0, and 2) for any element ft of R0, define (f>0((3)=

Sublemma 3.5. 1) Let $=$0 and </>=</><,for a sequent c!. Let ^=^1 and

(f>=(pifor a sequent c2. Assume that >2stands above <B1in 5)3.Further assume that

j8eff0, 7-ei?! ami r fs an extension of fa Then ^i(r)S^o(/3). 2) Le*1 S?=f?0≪≪d

(S=@o /or a sequent c. Assume that /3oe$o anrf 6e@0(/30). T/zen, /or some

sequent ci above c a?irfsome sequence fa of B-variables, fa, fa, 6gS1( u;/zere

^=l?i /or c!. 3) Lg£^=^0> <j>―<j>ofor a sequent c. ylssMme f/za?/3e^0. T/zen

eyerjy B-variable occurring in <fia(faoccurs in ft or @0(/3). 4) Let ^=^0 and

c=co for a sequent cx. Ze? ^=^ anrf R=ci for a sequent c2- Assume that

cx does nof sfcnrfabove c2 anrf c2 ^oes not stand above <BU Further assume that

/3e^0 and ^g^. T/ien Ro(i8)n@i(r) = 0- 5) Lef fl=J?0 and c=c0 /or some

sequent. Assume that fa fe$0 anrf /3 w distinctfrom y. Then <$o(/3)n@o(?')= 0-

6) Le^ Q―80, a~a0, R=R0 and (j>=(p0for some sequent. Assume that /3e^0 and

r(ao)=s(ao) occurs in 80. Then r(/3)=s(/3)e^0(i9). 7) Let R=R0 and <p=<p0 for

some sequent. Assume that /3e^0 and r~s0lG^o(/3). Then ―>r=s' z'sprovable

in Wo without induction with length 3. 8) Let ^=^0, <fi~=<fioand (p=cp0 for some

sequent. Assume that /3e$0 and r~se0o(^). Then u=v-*r=s is provable in 9?O

without induction with length 4 for some element u=v of 6q{B).

Proof of Smblemma 3.5.

1) It is easily proved by induction corresponding to the inductive definition

of (p. In the induction step, we use 2) of Sublemma 3.3 when we consider the

cases where the inference rules are equality inferences, V-right or 3-left.

2) and 3). Easily proved by induction corresponding to the inductive defini-

tions of (S and <j).

4) By the stipulationon F and 2) of Sublemma 3.5,it is easily proved by

induction corresponding to the inductive definitionof %.

5) Easily proved by induction corresponding to the inductive definitionof c.
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In the induction step, we use 1) of Sublemma 3.3 and 2) and 4) of Sublemma 3.5.

6) Easily proved by induction corresponding to the inductive definition of

0. We use 2) of Sublemma 3.1 for the cases where the inferences are V-right

or 3-left.

7) Immediate from the definition of <p.

8) By the definition of <p and 6) of Sublemma 3.5.

Sublemma 3.6. 1) There is a function g: a)-+a> with the following property

(C). (C) For each sequent c in a proof 5JSand each element /3 of $C$, S30> c), if

lh(5|5)^m then the number of elements of <p{?$,§S0,c)(/3) is less than or equal to

g{m). 2) There is a function h: <y2―≫≪with the following property (D). (D) For

each sequent c in a proof ^ and each element /3 of U{%, SS0> >),if lh(^3)^?n and

every variable in c($, S3Oj c)($) does not occur in sequences of formulas H, 2

and 0(5)3,$80, c), II->2 is provable in 9l0 without induction with length ^.k then

R(jS), n~^H is provable in % without induction with length ^h(m, ri)-＼-k,where

n is the length of the subproof of <& in $, a(≪B,e)^a0 and £($, 33O, c)(j9)=g(a0).

Proof of Sublemma 3.6.

1) By 1) of Sublemma 3.1 and Sublemma 3.4.

2) Using 1) of Sublemma 3.1, Sublemma 3.4 and 1) of Sublemma 3.6, we can

define the desired function h.

By the induction on n, we can see that the defined h has the desired prop-

erties. In the basis step, we use 1) of Sublemma 3.1. In the induction step; we

use 2), 3) and 4) of Sublemma 3.5 for the cases where the inference rules are

A-right, V-left and 3-left; we use 2), 3) and 5) of Sublemma 3.5 for the cases

where the inference rules are V-right and 3-left.

Step 5. For a set £, terms s, t and integers fi, v, we write <s, ^>=4<^, v>

if (i) s≪£e£ and fi is v, (ii)£~se£ and y. is v, (iii) s≪£01e£ and p. is v+1

or (iv) 7≫scle£ and v is
ju+1.

We write <s, //>=4<X v> if, for some sequence

of terms slf･･･, s*-! and some sequence of integers fiu ■■･,fik-i, <s, jU>=Xsx, i≪i>,･･･>

0
and <sft_!,ftk-i>=$<t, v>. When fe=0, <s, fjL>=$(t,v} means that 5 is * and // is

* &
v. By <s, ft)=$(t, v) we mean that <s, [/)=$(t, v} for some natural number fe.

Define 3(≪JJ,S50)={<s, v>/<0, 0>4<s, v>}, where ^o is <p(% S30, R0)≪ ≫ and <S0

is the end-sequent of ≪p. Further define T(gJ, fflo)={Ki8)/a(^, So, R)=a0, j8e

^(5jS,9^o, <S) and P(m, r(a0), v) is a subformula of a formula St in c for some

sequent c in 5S}W{0}.
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Sublemma 3.7. Let £o be </>(% 5B0, <50)≪≫, where <B0 is the end-sequent of

1) // <s, jw>4<f, y>, ^Aen <f, v>4<s, ^>. 2) // <s, fi)^(t, v>, then <s, u+Z>

£ '" "" '"'
=Xf, v+X> for each integer X. 3) // <ru yi>=Xr2, y2> ･･･and (rk-u Vk-i>=^<rk, v&>

and v^O--- and v/,7^0, then, for some sequence F of equations in 0(5)3,23O, <S0)≪≫

iwY/z length ^k, F, r1=v1-+rk = Vk is provable in 5R0 without induction with length

^8+2x(£-l). 4) // <0, oA<s, v>, f/ien s is an element of T{% S50).

Proof of Sublmma 3.7.

1) and 2). Trivial.

3) By 7) and 8) of Sublemma 3.5.

4) By the definition of </>($,§S0,c).

Sublemma 3.8. 1) There is a function g: oj^od with the following property

(E). (E) // lh(9P)^Sm anrf ^/z^ number of occurrences of P in 5)5 z's /ess £/ian or

equal to m, then the number of elements of T(5)5, S80) zs /ess f/zan or egua/ ^o ^(m).

2) There is a function h:oj-*a) with the following property (F). (F) // lh(5)5)^m

flnrf ^/ze number of occurrences of P in 5j5is less than or equal to m and if the

range of 3(5j5,S30) is not a subset of a>, then 93O―*･?s provable in ^l0 without

induction with length ^h(m).

Proof of Sublemma 3.8.

1) By Sublemma 3.4.

2) By 2) of Sublemma 3.6, Sublemma 3.7 and 1) of Sublemma 3.8.

Step 6. In this step we consider only 5)5and 23O for which the range of

S(gJ, S30) is a subset of <w. Hence, by 1) and 2) of Sublemma 3.7, 3(5)3, SB0) is a

function.

For a sequent c in a proof 5)5,an element /3of $(5)5,95O, >)and a subformula

^J of a formula in <5, we define [91]^ by induction as follows: (1) If 91 is r―s

define [9l]| as 91. (2) If 91 is P(s, r(a0), t) and the domain of 3(5)3,S30) does not

contain r(/3) then define {%]% as 1=0, where cto=≪(5)3,R). (3) If % is P(s, r(a0), t)

and 3(5)8,SB0)(r(JS))=v then define [2I]| as i=s+ - +s. (4) [-^]| is -≪C9l]|,

cwz)≫]| is ca]p:≫:j, [≪v≫]j is :≪:jvto, c≪a≫]j is toja:≫:j,

CVxW]| is Vx([9l]|) and [3xW]?^ is 3x([9l]|).

c,
Sublemma 3.9. 1) // 51 fs an 20-formula then [9I]| fs 21. 2) Le£

^
6e a

(S92

V-left inference in 5)5whose auxiliary formula is 91(0 and ?/ze c/iz'e/formula is

VxW(x). Assume that p<=$*(%, So, ca). Then CS3C0JI1 ≪ [93(jc)]|≪(J) for each
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subformula 3S(x) of %{x). 3) Similar to 2 for 3-right inferences. 4)

[?I(0)AVx(W(x)3^(x'))Z)VxSl(x)Ts is ≪(0)AVx(S(x)Z)≪(x/))Z3Vx*(x), where 5B(x)

is [2l(x)]l 5) Let be an equality inference in ^. Let

$=$o and $=$i for the lower sequent <5>!and the right upper one <52, respectively.

Assume that 0e#on#i- Then [9T(s)]|i zs SS(s) cnrf [9l(0]|2 ≪ SS(0 /or some S3(x).

6) Le£ -^ &e an 3-left inference in % whose auxiliary formula is 2I(a) and the

chief formula is 3x2t(x). Assume that ^eSKSJ), Ro, c2) and B, 6e^(^5 SB0, c2).

Then PB(a)]Ji≫ is [9BU)] j*(
* )

/or each subformula S5(a) 0/ Sl(a) anrf[c]|j6 w

LR]f2 for each subformula (£of each other formula in cx.

V'-right inferences. 8) Let
P(r, s, t)Z)P(r, s_',t+r), F-^J

7) Similar to 6 for

be (1-9) in % Let <5

be the upper sequent. Assume that j8e#($P, SS0, c). T/zen [P(r, s, t)ZDP{r, s', *+r)]|

2's ^=r+ ･･･ +rD?+r=r+ ･･･r+r /or some v or [_P{r, s, t)Z)P(r, s', t+r)2% is

1=OZ)1=O. 9) Let
P(r, s, t)AP(r, s, u)ZDt=u, F-+J

be (1-10) in 33. Lef c fo?

the upper sequent. Assume that /3g^, $8o,<S). Then [P{r, s,t)AP(r, s,u)Z)t=uJp

is t―r-＼-･■■+rAw = r+ ･･･+rZ)t~u for some v or [P(r, s, t)AP(r, s, u)ZJt―u']^

is l=OAl=Oztf=w
V

Proof of Sublemma 3.9.

1) It is easily proved by induction on the number of logical symbols of 21.

2) and 3). Easily proved by induction on the number of logical symbols of

SS(x). In the basis step, we use the fact that every formula in 5)3is P-eliminable.

4) By the fact that every formula in 5J3is P-eliminable.

5) and 8). By the definition of <p and J3(5p,SS0) and 1) of Sublemma 3.5.

6) and 7). Easily proved by induction on the number of logical symbols of

SS(x) and (£. In the basis step, we use the fact that every formula in 5)3is

P-eliminable.

9) Trivial.

SUBLEMMA 3.10. There is a function h : a>2―>g>with the following property

(G). (G) // lh($)^m and the range of S($P, S30)is a subset of a> then, for each

sequent <5 in § of the form 9^, ･･･,Sl^-^i, ■■･,^v and each /3 m $($, ≪80,c),

X(5P, S50,cXj8), [^J^ - , [^^^[SSJ^, - , [≪J8^ fs j^romWe m % with length

^h(m, n), where n is the length of the subproof of c in $.

Hence if $ is a proof of an 20-formula Sl0 then 33O―^o is provable in 9?0

with leneth <h(m, m).
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Proof of Sublemma 3.10.

Using 1) and 3) of Sublemma 3.2,we can define the desired function h.

By the induction on n, we can see that the defined h has the desired prop-

erties. In the induction step: we use 3) of Sublemma 3.2 and 4) of Sublemma

3.9 for the cases where the inference rules are equalityinferences; we use 5)

and 6) of Sublemma 3.9 for the cases where the inference rules are V-right or

3-left;and we use 7) and 8) of Sublemma 3.9 for the case where the inference

rule is (1-9) or (1-10)]

Now we can derive Lemma 3 from 1) and 2) of Sublemma 3.2, 2) of Sub-

lemma 3.8 and Sublemma 3.10.
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